AMBA Announces Plant Tour Workshop at Craftsman Tool & Mold Co.
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
May 21, 2019
Indianapolis, IN – On June 11, 2019, the American Mold Builders Association (AMBA)
will host a plant tour workshop at Craftsman Tool & Mold Company, Aurora, IL. Colocated with Amerimold 2019, this event will feature the company’s custom-designed
software system, which maximizes efficiencies in all areas of its mold base
manufacturing operation. The tour will begin at 1 PM and will finish with a networking
event at Topgolf at 6:30 PM CST.
During this workshop, attendees will experience:
•
•
•
•
•

Quoting, scheduling and direct interface within the company's 'CRP' system
Tracking through all stations of the shop, including non-conformative issues,
maintenance scheduling and quality control
The implementation of automated systems and a fine-tuned tracking strategy
that achieve production improvement and increased profitability
State-of-the-art technology installations
Advancements in large horizontal pallet changing and tool changing

“Holding a plant tour event leading into Amerimold 2019 while also exhibiting at the
show is a wonderful opportunity for AMBA to support the sharing of best practices and
business development within mold manufacturing,” said Kym Conis, AMBA managing
director. “With access to both Amerimold 2019’s resources and the opportunity to tour
a local shop, there’s no better way for attendees to pack a lot of takeaway value into
just a few short days.”
Tour registration includes transportation from the Donald E. Stephens Convention
Center (site of Amerimold 2019), afternoon networking reception at Topgolf (includes
light food and drink) and exhibit hall pass to Amerimold 2019.
This event is sponsored by Clinton Aluminum/Vista Metals, Campat Machine Tool, Inc.,
Erowa System Solutions, Mueller Prost, Progressive Components, Schmolz + Bickenbach
Group, Tungaloy and Vincent Tool. To register, visit AMBA.org/Events.
About AMBA
The American Mold Builders Association (AMBA) is the only organization dedicated to
elevating the competitive advantage of U.S. mold builders. AMBA provides workforce
development initiatives, networking, benchmarking opportunities and industry
promotion. AMBA members receive a variety of additional benefits, including access to

cost-reduction programs, visibility to mold buyers and problem-solving resources that
give members a competitive advantage.
To learn more about AMBA membership and ongoing initiatives, visit AMBA.org.

